Individual Task

• Make a list of the causes of the French Revolution
  > Number them in order of importance

- 3rd Estate has no say
- “ ‘ ‘ Taxes
- ‘ ‘ ‘ less land
- France in debt
- Ideas of Renaissance/Enlight.
- No social Mobility - 3rd Estate
- King Louis XVI Absolute
  - Overspent his money
- Spoiled Queen
Essay Task
- Identify French Rev.
  - Tell what it is
    - Cause/Effect
    - When/Where
  - Describe Causes of French Rev
    - Why didn't it happen
- Evaluate which cause was most significant
  - Judgment
Discuss means “to make observations about something using facts, reasoning, and argument; to present in some detail”

Describe means “to illustrate something in words or tell about it”

Evaluate means “to examine and judge the significance, worth, or condition of; to determine the value of”

Identify means to establish the central character of
In Groups of 3

- Read the Scaffolding Questions
- Answer all of them together in the space on the handout
- List all Outside Information you know about the French Revolution that is not in the documents.